
How to 
CHOOSE A ROLLER COVER

Keep on rolling. Purdy® roller covers feature durable 
polypropylene cores that are resistant to all paints, stains 
and solvents, extending their life. For increased durability, 
thermal bond technology winds roller cover fabric to the  

core with a perfect spiral seam for smooth rolling.  
Ultra-durable roller cover cores eliminate bending, 
allowing even contact with the wall. No matter the project, 
there is a Purdy roller cover for exceptional results.

NAP  
SELECTOR
The nap size is 
determined by  
the surface you  
are painting.

WE’VE GOT YOU 
COVERED
The size of a paint project is important,  
and so is the roller cover. 

Using the same roller cover fabric 
and nap size is important to ensure a 
matching stipple on the final finish. 
Whether using a mini roller cover to 
paint behind an appliance or an 18" 
roller cover for today’s large open floor 
plans, you are sure to get a beautiful, 
consistent finish with Purdy.  

1/4" nap  
metal doors,  
cabinets & trim 

Colossus™

Lambskin

WOVEN 
When the finish matters, 
woven fabric prevents lint while 
providing an exceptional finish 
with less stipple.

KNITTED  
When production matters,  
knit fabric holds more paint 
and covers more area,  
leaving some stipple.

TO STIPPLE OR  
NOT TO STIPPLE 

Stipple is the pattern that the roller  
leaves on the surface. The amount  
of stipple depends on the roller’s  

fabric density.

Parrot™

natural fibers

natural-fibers blendnatural fibers

Ultra Finish® WhiteDove™

Contractor 1st™

Marathon®

Roadrunner™

3/8" nap  
walls and 
ceilings 

1/2" nap  
textured walls,  
decks and concrete 

3/4" nap  
Textured ceilings, 
stucco & masonry 

1"– 1¼" nap  
brick and masonry 
block

Purdy also offers two different mini 
roller cover styles that are made from 
the same materials as the standard 
roller covers: wire mini, which have  
a smaller wire shaped core, and  
jumbo mini, featuring a slightly larger, 
more traditional roller core. 


